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JocJonJosch: The Long Way Round
I long to be digging, digging over, as they say here.
—Samuel Beckett, letter to Georges Duthuit, January 1951
Circles often figure in JocJonJosch’s practice. They form the basis of the three artists’ thinking, of the imaginary voyages
their sculptures invoke, and of the processes the artists endure in order to make, and then very often unmake, their
work.
The collective’s digging exercises are in this respect emblematic. Dig Shovel Dig, Ardez, which took place in 2013 in
Ardez, Switzerland, involved each of the three artists digging a hole only to fill the hole of another. The recorded performance explores what it means to work together, to collaborate. It also explores the body and its limits. To watch the
three artists labour is to watch bodies under some duress, bodies whose comically futile movements are determined by
the logic of the circle.
Dig Shovel Dig was repeated in 2014 in Aldeburgh, a coastal town in the English county of Suffolk. The process was the
same, except that in this instance, aside from a video of the performance, there is also is a black and white photograph
of three spades sticking out of a mound of earth. There is an unexpected sense of mournfulness to the image, one that
contrasts to the previous video projection, which is more absurd. It is difficult to account for this feeling, but it may have
something to do with the associations of digging: that of a buried past, perhaps, which refuses to be uncovered, or a longing for closure.
JocJonJosch’s third digging work, Ditch and Rampart, took place in Fiesch, Switzerland, in 2015, and takes these exercises
in another direction. What remains here is a photograph of a circle cut into the earth, a kind of scar or trace, recalling
the land art of Richard Long or Robert Smithson. In another digging work, made in Brig in 2016, the spectator is left
with a black and white photograph of a hole and mound of equal proportions, which both affirm and negate each other.
And for another digging work, which took place in Martigny, also in 2016, JocJonJosch made a totem using the traditional
rammed earth technique. Earth was dug up and mixed with hay and water. The mixture was then placed inside round
buckets which were pressed down with feet and left to dry. The totem was constructed out of the resulting bricks and,
though gradually decaying, still stands. But for the viewer the large-scale Photograph of a Totem is the only trace of the
artists’ labour. In this respect the work is reminiscent of JocJonJosch’s larger performance works, which often employ the
naked bodies of performers to form temporary structures, and where the only visual evidence left behind are photographs of the now empty spaces in which the performances took place.
A similar logic underlies two portraits that constitute a new trajectory in JocJonJosch’s artistic practice. To make the
portraits, each of the three members of the collective drew another member. The rules of the game did not allow for
the artists to look at each other when drawing, and each line had to be continuous, ending where it began. The process
of making was embodied and emphatically material, each artist forced to hover over the page because of its scale, to
make large sweeps with one arm and to support his body with the other. In one drawing, titled JocJonJosch Self-Portrait,
4th May 2016, each artist drew another artist. In the other drawing this process was repeated many times, such that the
loose outline of a face was gradually transformed into a mass of charcoal lines where only extremities and orifices remain
visible. In both cases the sense is of a face coming into being in the same process in which finds its dissolution.
If there is a mythical dimension to JocJonJosch’s employment of circles, it is one that is tempered by the embodied nature
of the process of making and the insistent materiality of the resulting trace. The logic of the works displayed in the present exhibition is circular, but it is not metaphysical. The process rarely, if ever, comes full circle. A material residue always
corrupts the circle, makes a mess of its geometry. Never, to my knowledge, do the artistic processes the collective set
in train result in success. Instead, to paraphrase Samuel Beckett’s words, in each work the artists seem to fail better. The
same might be said for the large sculptural digging tool, Tool, whose function can be imagined, but which nevertheless
seems too fragile to perform the labour for which it is designed. To use the work would probably constitute an exercise
in failure. But it is this that lends JocJonJosch’s work its humanity.
Rye Dag Holmboe, September 2016
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